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Abstract

In this paper, we consider mimicking fictional001
characters as a promising direction for building002
engaging conversation models. To this end, we003
present a new practical task where only a few ut-004
terances of each fictional character are available005
to generate responses mimicking them. Fur-006
thermore, we propose a new method named007
Pseudo Dialog Prompting (PDP) that gener-008
ates responses by leveraging the power of large-009
scale language models with prompts containing010
the target character’s utterances. To better re-011
flect the style of the character, PDP builds the012
prompts in the form of dialog that includes the013
character’s utterances as dialog history. Since014
only utterances of the characters are available015
in the proposed task, PDP matches each utter-016
ance with an appropriate pseudo-context from017
a predefined set of context candidates using018
a retrieval model. Through human and auto-019
matic evaluation, we show that PDP generates020
responses that better reflect the style of fictional021
characters than baseline methods.022

1 Introduction023

How would you feel if you could talk to your fa-024

vorite character?025

In recent years, open-domain conversation mod-026

els (Adiwardana et al., 2020; Roller et al., 2021)027

have achieved remarkable progress with the devel-028

opment of large-scale language models (Radford029

et al., 2019; Brown et al., 2020). Meanwhile, recent030

studies have suggested several directions reflecting031

desirable traits of real-life conversation to make032

open-domain conversation models more engaging033

beyond plain chit-chat. Style-controlling conversa-034

tion models generate responses in the target styles035

such as emotion (Zhou et al., 2018; Demszky et al.,036

2020) and empathy (Rashkin et al., 2019). Persona-037

grounded conversation models (Zhang et al., 2018;038

Kim et al., 2020; Majumder et al., 2020) produce039

responses that preserve consistent personalities by040

leveraging personal descriptions (e.g., "I have two041

Figure 1: Illustration of Pseudo Dialog Prompting. The
retriever matches pseudo-context for the utterances from
the character, and utilize them in a prompt while gener-
ating the response.

dogs"). In this paper, we consider mimicking fic- 042

tional characters as a promising direction for build- 043

ing engaging conversation models. 044

When it comes to building conversation models 045

that mimic fictional characters, two major chal- 046

lenges prevent us from directly applying previous 047

models designed for conditional response gener- 048

ation: (1) It is difficult to define fictional charac- 049

ters with only a few descriptions, as in persona- 050

grounded conversation models. Furthermore, it 051

is not expressive enough to represent characters’ 052

styles with discrete labels (e.g., angry, happy), as 053

style-controlling conversation models do. (2) There 054

lacks sufficient dialog data of fictional characters 055

for training conversation models. It is inefficient 056

to manually create dialog datasets of characters for 057

training, especially considering that additional data 058

is needed for each new character. 059

To address these two challenges, we propose 060

a new task where only a few utterances of the fic- 061

tional characters are available to generate responses 062

mimicking the characters. Such setting is justified 063

by the two following reasons: (1) Utterances of 064

fictional characters provide useful clues for gen- 065

erating responses mimicking the characters as the 066
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personal traits or styles of speakers are inherent in067

their utterances (Boyd et al., 2020; Li et al., 2020).068

(2) Collecting only a few utterances of target char-069

acters is a cost-effective scenario compared to con-070

structing the full dialog data consisting of context071

and utterance pairs; this allows us to extend our072

method to a new character easily.073

To perform the task, we introduce Pseudo Di-074

alog Prompting (PDP), a method that builds075

prompts using a few numbers of target characters’076

utterances to leverage the power of pre-trained lan-077

guage models. We claim that designing the prompt078

in the form of dialog that includes the character’s079

utterances as dialog history is an effective method080

for reflecting the style of character, as in Figure 1.081

However, since only utterances of the characters are082

available in the proposed task, we match each utter-083

ance with an appropriate pseudo-context by using a084

retrieval model (Humeau et al., 2019) to select the085

relevant context from a predefined set of context086

candidates. Through human and automatic evalua-087

tion, we show that our proposed method generates088

responses that better reflect the style of fictional089

characters than existing baseline models.090

2 Method091

We model a conversation agent that generates a re-092

sponse r corresponding to a given context x while093

mimicking an arbitrary character with k utterances094

{u1, u2, · · · , uk} of the character. The simplest095

way to design the prompt with the character’s ut-096

terances is to concatenate utterances as Madotto097

et al. (2021) does for PersonaChat (Zhang et al.,098

2018). However, in our preliminary experiments,099

we observed that this method tends to generate100

dull responses that do not reflect the styles of the101

character (will be shown in Section 4). We hypoth-102

esize that the language model fails to utilize the103

utterances because such format of the prompt is104

unlikely to have appeared naturally in the training105

set (Brown et al., 2020; Wei et al., 2021).106

To address this issue, we propose PDP, which107

builds a dialog format prompt where character utter-108

ances are included in the dialog history, as depicted109

in Figure 1. Since a speaker tends to maintain a110

consistent style throughout the conversation, using111

such a prompt will induce the language model to112

generate responses that seamlessly reflect the style113

from the character’s utterances. To build a dialog114

when only given the utterances of the character,115

we require a pseudo-context ci matching each ut-116

terance ui to get a context-utterance pair (ci, ui). 117

We use a retriever R to acquire a pseudo-context 118

ci. Especially, we employ Bi-encoder (Humeau 119

et al., 2019) as our retriever R. We first define a 120

fixed set of context candidates C obtained from the 121

existing Blended Skill Talk (Smith et al., 2020b) 122

dataset, and then select a candidate as the pseudo- 123

context ci for the given utterance ui using R. Bi- 124

encoder maps the context c and the response r 125

into the embedding space as ectx(c) and eresp(r), 126

respectively. Bi-encoder is trained to represent the 127

relevance score between a context c and response 128

r with ectx(c) · eresp(r). There are several variants 129

to select the pseudo-context ci as follows: 130

• Static Match selects a pseudo-context ci that can 131

coherently precede the given utterance ui using 132

the retrieval model R. Given ui, R calculates 133

a score sstat for each c ∈ C by sstat(c;ui) = 134

ectx(c) · eresp(ui). We set the pseudo-context ci 135

of ui as ci = argmaxcsstat(c;ui). We name this 136

variant static since the selected pseudo-context 137

ci depends only on the given utterance ui. 138

• Dynamic Match selects a pseudo-context ci rel- 139

evant to the input context x in addition to ui. 140

Given x and ui, R calculates a score sdyn for 141

each c ∈ C by sdyn(c;x, ui) = ectx(c) · ectx(x) + 142

sstat(c;ui). We set the pseudo-context ci of ui as 143

ci = argmaxcsdyn(c;x, ui). Since language mod- 144

els quickly adapt to the context-response map- 145

ping of the given prompt via in-context learn- 146

ing (Brown et al., 2020), we believe providing 147

pseudo-contexts that are semantically similar to 148

the input context as in Dynamic Match facilitates 149

the reflection of styles in corresponding utter- 150

ances. We name this variant dynamic because the 151

pseudo-context ci depends on the varying input 152

context x. 153

• Random Match selects a pseudo-context ci ran- 154

domly from the context candidates set C without 155

using R. This variant is used as a baseline to 156

study the effect of the pseudo-context ci selected 157

by the above two variants. 158

Finally, all the k pairs (ci, ui) of the character 159

are sorted by ectx(x) · eresp(ui) in ascending order 160

and are concatenated into a prompt in the dialog 161

format. 162

3 Experiments 163

3.1 Evaluation 164

We employ the HLA-Chat (Li et al., 2020) dataset 165

to define the set of characters for evaluation. HLA- 166
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Chat consists of single-turn dialogs of 327 fictional167

characters in 38 TV shows and movies. We se-168

lect ten characters among all the characters and169

manually curate eight utterances that best reveal170

each character’s unique characteristics from their171

utterances in the dataset.172

In evaluating the performance of each method,173

we focus on two criteria: (1) Does the model’s re-174

sponse reflect the style of a given character? (2)175

Does the model respond coherently to the given di-176

alog context? To examine these two criteria, we run177

the model on fixed dialog contexts and calculate178

metrics that exhibit the style reflection and dialog179

coherency, using both human and automatic eval-180

uation. We use the utterances of the test split of181

DailyDialog (Li et al., 2017) for dialog contexts.182

Human Evaluation. We conduct a human evalua-183

tion to assess the quality of the generated responses.184

Evaluators are asked to rate from 0 to 2 scale score185

how each model response (1) strongly reveals the186

style of a given character (Style Strength) and (2)187

whether a response is fluent and appropriate for a188

given dialog context (Appropriateness).189

Automatic Evaluation. Similar to the previous190

works on text style transfer (Li et al., 2018a; Riley191

et al., 2021; Smith et al., 2020a), we utilize a char-192

acter classifier trained on the utterances in HLA-193

Chat to measure the style strength of the generated194

responses. We denote StyleProb as the classifier’s195

average probability of predicting a target character.196

We use StyleProb instead of Style Accuracy since197

HLA-Chat has a class imbalance issue so that the198

performance on infrequent classes are hard to be199

measured by accuracy. For measuring coherency,200

we use MaUdE (Sinha et al., 2020), an automated201

dialog evaluation metric known to capture human202

judgment on the coherency of response.203

3.2 Pre-trained Language Model204

For all the methods, we use a decoder-only trans-205

former of 3.8B parameters, denoted as Base-LM,206

as a base language model. To make Base-LM ac-207

quire general language skills and better understand208

conversations, we train Base-LM on The Pile (Gao209

et al., 2020) and the Pushshift Reddit comment210

dataset (Baumgartner et al., 2020). We also report211

experimental results with other publicly available212

pre-trained language models in the Appendix.213

3.3 Baseline Methods214

Only Utterances. Instead of utilizing pseudo-215

context as suggested in our methods, we provide216

the set of character utterances as the "quotes of 217

character during conversation" in the prompt. Com- 218

paring PDP with this method will verify the effect 219

of pseudo-contexts. 220

Zero-shot Prompting. In this method, we only 221

include the character’s name and the show’s name 222

in the prompt without using the utterances of the 223

character. The format of the prompt is similar to 224

the prompt suggested in Madotto et al. (2021) for 225

controlled generation. 226

TextSETTR (Riley et al., 2021). We first construct 227

a dialog prompt similar to Zero-shot Prompting 228

(but without character information) and use it with 229

Base-LM to generate plain responses. Then, we use 230

TextSETTR, a few-shot text style transfer model 231

that can transfer arbitrary styles without additional 232

training, to transfer the style of plain responses to 233

the target character’s style. 234

GCC (Boyd et al., 2020). GCC is a method to 235

control a user persona by utilizing the user’s con- 236

versation history by concatenating users’ previous 237

utterances before input dialog context. Still, it has 238

the drawback that it requires further training on a 239

large-size character-conditioned dialog dataset. 240

3.4 Advantaged Methods 241

Unlike baseline methods that only have access to a 242

few utterances of characters, advantaged methods 243

also have access to additional data, which gives 244

them an unfair advantage over other methods. 245

HLA-Chat Full-dataset Fine-tuning. We fine- 246

tune Base-LM on the full HLA-chat dataset. In 247

this method, character information is injected by 248

concatenating the character’s name and the show’s 249

name at the front of the dialog input. 250

Gold Match. Instead of using pseudo-context, this 251

model uses the actual context corresponding to 252

character example utterances annotated in the HLA- 253

chat dataset. 254

Details for all methods and experiments are fur- 255

ther described in Appendix. 256

4 Results 257

Table 1 shows the experimental results. Overall, 258

our proposed PDP demonstrates far better style 259

reflection scores on both human evaluation and au- 260

tomated metrics than all baseline methods – and 261

even better than advantaged methods. In particu- 262

lar, PDP shows significantly higher style reflection 263

scores compared to Only Utterances. Consider- 264

ing that the core difference between the prompt 265
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Method Type Methods
Human Evaluation Automatic Evaluation

Style. Appr. Sum StyleProb MaUdE

Baselines

Only Utterances 1.200 1.263 2.463 0.2098 0.8887
Zero-shot Prompt 1.172 1.236 2.408 0.1432 0.8857
TextSETTR 1.155 1.317 2.472 0.1045 0.8435
GCC 1.193 1.256 2.449 0.2391 0.8835

Ours
Static Match 1.277 1.229 2.506 0.4192 0.8467
Dynamic Match 1.331 1.203 2.534 0.4789 0.8299
Random Match 1.297 1.195 2.492 0.4774 0.8358

Advantaged Full-dataset Fine-tuning 1.260 1.329 2.589 0.2880 0.8793
Gold Match 1.287 1.245 2.532 0.4575 0.8350

Table 1: Evaluation results of style reflection metrics and response coherency metrics.

Input: We’ll pick you up at your place at noon.
Be there or be square!

Marge Simpson (from The Simpsons): Homer, you are
my rock! I’m counting on you!

Michael (from The Office US): I will be there.
I will be there! I will be there, all right?
So, just... be ready. Don’t be late. You know, I’m sorry.

Rachel (from Friends): Oh my god, Phoebe, I just-

Sheldon (from The Bigbang Theory): Okay, well,
see you at noon! Goodbye.

Spock (from Star Trek): Aye, Mister Scott. I’ll be there.

Table 2: Responses (Other rows) generated from given
input (Top row) by Dynamic Match for each character.

of PDP and that of Only Utterances is the pres-266

ence of pseudo-contexts, this result demonstrates267

that providing a dialog-formatted prompt is highly268

effective at reflecting the styles of a character.269

While our PDP methods generally report bet-270

ter style reflection scores than baseline methods,271

we observe that the performance on style reflec-272

tion and response coherency varies to some ex-273

tent depending on how pseudo-context is selected.274

Static Match shows the highest response coherency275

scores among all variants of PDP while performing276

a little bit worse than Dynamic Match in terms of277

style reflection metrics. On the other hand, Dy-278

namic Match shows the best performance on style279

reflection metrics, where it losses some coherency.280

This observation confirms our hypothesis that us-281

ing pseudo-context ci that is semantically similar282

to the input context x is effective for utilizing styles283

from the character’s utterances. Thus, the choice284

between Static Match and Dynamic Match depends285

on which of the two qualities – style and coherency286

– is more important. Lastly, Random Match, which287

is considered a simple ablation baseline, also shows288

reasonably high performance in terms of style re-289

flection metrics. We plan to analyze the Random 290

Match method in a follow-up study since it is un- 291

expected that such a simple baseline shows high 292

performance. 293

Discussion. PDP methods tend to have slightly 294

lower response coherency scores compared to other 295

baselines. Our speculations for this phenomenon 296

are as follows. Pseudo-dialog pairs (ci, ui) created 297

by PDP methods might have some degree of in- 298

coherency, and it might incur adverse effects in 299

coherency via in-context learning in the language 300

model. The fact that the response coherency score 301

of Static Match is higher compared to Dynamic 302

Match, which finds a pseudo-context that is more 303

similar to the input context, or Random Match, 304

which finds a random pseudo context at all, sup- 305

ports this claim. Additionally, automated metrics 306

like MaUdE are tuned to work with texts in stan- 307

dard dialog style. Since responses that strongly 308

reflect character styles (e.g., "Yippie ki-yi-yay!" in 309

Figure 1) are out-of-domain examples when put 310

next to standard texts, there might be an unavoid- 311

able decrease in MaUdE scores. An interesting 312

future work would be finding a method that does 313

not reduce response coherency while also success- 314

fully reflecting the character styles. 315

5 Conclusion 316

In this paper, we introduce the task of mimicking a 317

fictional character by using only a few utterances of 318

the character. We propose a new method, Pseudo 319

Dialog Prompting, which builds a prompt for a 320

language model to solve this task by creating a 321

pseudo dialog using the given utterance set with a 322

retrieval model. Extensive experiments show that 323

our method effectively generates responses that 324

reflect the style of a given character better than 325

baseline models and even advantaged models. 326
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Ethical Considerations327

Like any conversation or generation model, we note328

that the quality of the models’ responses depends329

on the quality of its training data. Our Base-LM330

model was trained on The Pile dataset (Gao et al.,331

2020) and Pushshift Reddit dataset (Baumgartner332

et al., 2020). Since the contents in these datasets333

were collected online, they may include underlying334

biases or potentially offensive words. These biases335

and toxicities can be projected into our models.336

Therefore, we highly recommend that additional337

steps are taken to filter out profanity and inappro-338

priate responses when the model is deployed to the339

real world.340

Furthermore, while we intend our method to be341

used to mimic fictional characters from movies,342

shows and stories to build more engaging conversa-343

tion models, we also recognize that it is possible to344

use our method to mimic real-life individuals based345

on their utterances. Some potential risks include346

impersonating individuals, which can be harmful347

to the targeted individuals, and mimicking figures348

to generate content that can be harmful to groups of349

individuals. We hope that our method is deployed350

in a safe manner to avoid such malicious usage.351
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A Appendix525

A.1 Model Details526

Pseudo Dialog Prompting Details. Like all527

other baseline models, we also employ Base-LM528

to generate responses by conditioning it with a529

prompt built by Pseudo Dialog Prompting method.530

For the retrieval-based conversation model R531

used for Pseudo Dialog Prompting, we use a Bi-532

encoder (Humeau et al., 2019) retrieval model533

trained with the method of Kim et al. (2021), along534

with the utterances of Blended Skill Talk training535

dataset as the fixed set of context candidates C. Ta-536

ble 3 shows the prompt template and an example537

for the character for Pseudo Dialog Prompting.538

Base-LM Training Details. The sizes of the539

datasets are both 700G for the Pile and the540

Pushshift Reddit comment dataset, respectively.541

For the Pushshift Reddit comment dataset, we use542

the comment created up to April 2020. For the543

hyperparameters of the model, we use 32 as the544

number of layers, 3072 as the number of units in545

each bottleneck layer, and 32 as the number of at-546

tention heads. For the tokenizer, we use the same547

byte-level BPE tokenizer as in GPT-2 (Radford548

et al., 2019). We use an initial learning rate of549

1.6 × 10−4 and batch size of 512 for the training550

hyperparameters and follow other configurations551

from Brown et al. (2020). The model is trained for552

a total of 300 billion tokens, which takes approxi-553

mately 21 days using 64 NVIDIA A100 GPUs.554

GCC Training Details. We reproduce GCC with555

three minor modifications: First, we train the model556

with the HLA-chat dataset instead of the Reddit557

comment dataset. Secondly, we do not include558

a context (notated ’parent comment’ in the orig-559

inal paper) of reference histories since only the560

utterances of a character are available in our task561

setup. Lastly, we do not utilize token-type em-562

beddings since dialogs in HLA-chat only consist563

of two speakers. The HLA-Chat dataset is divided564

into an 8:1:1 split based on character, and each split565

is used as train, validation, and test split, respec-566

tively. While constructing a dataset, we omit ten567

characters selected for our evaluation for fair com-568

parison as a baseline. For reference contexts, we569

randomly sample a maximum of eight utterances570

of a character, excluding the gold response itself.571

We fine-tune the model from Base-LM using the572

data format of Table 4 with the hyperparameter of573

input length 1024, initial learning rate 1.0× 10−5574

with cosine decay schedule with 100 warmup steps,575

10 training epochs, and the batch size 128. We use 576

the early-stopped model using the validation split 577

perplexity. 578

Full-dataset Fine-tuning Training Details. We 579

fine-tune Base-LM on full HLA-Chat dataset, us- 580

ing a data format of Table 5. Similar to GCC, 581

HLA-Chat data is divided into an 8:1:1 split, but 582

here ten characters selected for evaluation are con- 583

tained in the training set. We fine-tune the model 584

from Base-LM using the hyperparameter of input 585

length 1024, initial learning rate 1.0× 10−6 with 586

cosine decay schedule with 100 warmup steps, 10 587

training epochs, and the batch size 128. We also 588

early-stopped fine-tuning using the validation split 589

perplexity. 590

Prompts for Baseline Methods. Tables 6, 591

7, 8 show the prompt template and an example 592

for the character for each baseline methods. Here, 593

we assume we only have two utterances from the 594

character. 595

A.2 Using Different Base Language Model 596

We test our method using different base language 597

models instead of Base-LM to verify our method 598

generally works well. We use three pre-trained 599

LMs which are publicly available, which are GPT- 600

J (Wang and Komatsuzaki, 2021), GPT-Neo (Black 601

et al., 2021), and GPT2-xl (Radford et al., 2019) 602

from Huggingface (Wolf et al., 2020). GPT-J, GPT- 603

Neo, GPT2-xl have 6B, 2.7B, and 1.5B parameters, 604

respectively. Similar to our main experiments, we 605

conduct the automatic evaluation with those three 606

LMs. 607

The results are shown in Table 9. The overall 608

trend of the results is similar to the results using 609

Base-LM as a pre-trained language model. PDP 610

methods, especially Dynamic Match, show a high 611

StyleProb metric compared to Only Utterances that 612

does not utilize PDP while showing a slightly lower 613

MaUdE score. This common trend shows that mim- 614

icking characters through the PDP method can be 615

generally used not only with Base-LM but also 616

with other pre-trained language models. 617

A.3 Extending to General Style-Controlling 618

Conversation 619

In this section, we extend our methodology to more 620

general style-controlling conversation tasks such 621

as controlling sentiment, emotion, or writing styles, 622

not just mimicking a fictional character. We test 623

three style-controlling tasks – controlling senti- 624

ment (Positive, Negative), emotion (Anger, Joy), 625
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Template

The below are quotes of {{character_name}} during conversation.
User: {{c1}}
{{character_name}}: {{u1}}
User: {{c2}}
{{character_name}}: {{u2}}
User: {{x}}
{{character_name}}:

Example Prompt

The below are quotes of Marge Simpson from The Simpsons during conversation.
User: I think I’m going to give it a try.
Marge Simpson from The Simpsons: Aw, Homie, you’ll always be my western hero.
User: I’m from Oklahoma so she was a big deal for our state. We’ve made lots of country music stars.
Marge Simpson from The Simpsons: Isn’t Bart sweet, Homer? He sings like a little angel.
User: Okay. what do you want to do?
Marge Simpson from The Simpsons:

Table 3: Prompt template and example prompt for Pseudo Dialog Prompting.

Training Data Template

{{u1}}
{{u2}}
{{x}}<EOT>{{response}}<EOT>

Training Example

Aw, Homie, you’ll always be my western hero.
Isn’t Bart sweeet, Homer? He sings like a little angel.
Oh my God! It’s like Christmas in December! Let’s celebrate now.<EOT>Homer, please!<EOT>

Table 4: A template for training data and example for GCC. Model is trained to predict the underlined part given
previous context.

and writing style (Modern, Shakespearean). For626

each task, the utterances for defining a style and a627

style classifier for the evaluation are obtained from628

the Yelp restaurant review dataset 1, GoEmotions629

dataset (Demszky et al., 2020), and Shakespearean630

dataset (Xu et al., 2012), respectively. Style classi-631

fier for each task is trained using the same codebase632

and hyperparameters as in training the character633

style classifier in the HLA-chat dataset. We used634

Style Accuracy rather than StyleProb, following635

previous literature on style transfer.636

The experimental result of general style-637

controlling conversation tasks is depicted in Ta-638

ble 10. Similar to mimicking fictional characters,639

PDP methods show significantly higher style re-640

flection metrics than the baseline methods in gen-641

eral style controlling tasks. Especially, Dynamic642

Match shows the best style accuracy metric among643

all the PDP methods, which is also a trend simi-644

larly observed in character mimicking experiments.645

These results demonstrate that our method is not646

limited to the character mimicking task but has the647

1Obtained from https://github.com/luofuli/
DualRL

ability to be generally applicable to all kinds of 648

style-controlling conversation tasks. Although the 649

PDP methods have a lower MaUdE score than base- 650

line methods, we believe this tendency is because 651

the MaUdE metric has difficulties evaluating a sen- 652

tence that strongly reflects a distinctive style, as 653

discussed in the main text. For instance, reflecting 654

the emotion "Anger" causes the model to generate 655

upper-cased responses (e.g., "I DO NOT WANT 656

TO EAT LUNCH"), which is an out-of-distribution 657

sample when training the MaUdE model. 658

A.4 Evaluation Details 659

Decoding Options When we generate samples, 660

we adopt a top-k decoding strategy which is 661

widely used for generating diverse and specific re- 662

sponses (Fan et al., 2018). We use k = 20 for 663

our top-k sampling. We choose a minimum beam 664

length and a beam size as 10 and 5, respectively, 665

and use 5-gram beam blocking. 666

Automatic Evaluation For the automatic evalu- 667

ation, we choose ten characters among all char- 668

acters included in HLA-Chat. We construct the 669

test set consisting of 5903 utterances by selecting 670
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Training Data Template

{{character_name}}
{{x}}<EOT>{{response}}<EOT>

Training Example

Marge Simpson from The Simpsons
Oh my God! It’s like Christmas in December! Let’s celebrate now.<EOT>Homer, please!<EOT>

Table 5: A template for training data and example for Full-dataset Fine-tuning. Model is trained to predict the
underlined part given previous context.

Template

The below are quotes of {{character_name}} during conversation.
- {{u1}}
- {{u2}}
The below are conversation between User and {{character_name}}.
User: {{x}}
{{character_name}}:

Example Prompt

The below are quotes of Marge Simpson from The Simpsons during conversation.
− Aw, Homie, you’ll always be my western hero.
− Isn’t Bart sweet, Homer? He sings like a little angel.
The below are conversation between User and Marge Simpson from The Simpsons.
User: Okay. what do you want to do?
Marge Simpson from The Simpsons:

Table 6: Prompt template and example prompt for Only Utterances.

only utterances with a length of 30 or more from671

among the utterances from DailyDialog test set. We672

use the utterances of the test split of DailyDialog673

dataset for fixed dialog contexts to construct dialog674

contexts that are typical and not dependent on spe-675

cific characters. For the StyleProb metric, we train676

a character style classifier using the utterances from677

ten selected characters in the HLA-chat dataset. We678

collect the utterances of ten evaluation characters679

from the dataset and train a 10-class classifier by680

fine-tuning the RoBERTa-base model. We use Hug-681

gingface transformers (Wolf et al., 2020) to train682

the model, and use the learning rate 2.0 × 10−5,683

batch size 128, the number of training epochs 3.684

The accuracy of the classifier on the validation split685

is 0.5838. For calculating the MaUdE metric, we686

use the code officially provided by the authors2.687

Human Evaluation For the human evaluation,688

we select five characters which style can be dis-689

tinguished apparently. Additionally, we use the690

randomly selected subset of the full fixed-context691

set consisting of 50 contexts. We use Amazon692

MTurk for collecting assessments, and Figure 2693

shows the instructions and the interface for the hu-694

man evaluation. We mitigate the bias from the695

2https://github.com/facebookresearch/
online_dialog_eval

annotator by setting a maximum number of annota- 696

tions per worker as 20 and randomly shuffling the 697

order of the model and the corresponding response. 698

To control the annotation quality, we only allow the 699

annotators who satisfy the following requirements: 700

(1) HITs approval rate greater than 95%, (2) Lo- 701

cation is one of Australia, Canada, New Zealand, 702

United Kingdom, and the United States, (3) Life- 703

time number of HITs approved greater than 1000, 704

following Li et al. (2018b). 705

Few-shot Utterance Set for Evaluation Charac- 706

ters. The set of utterances used for describing the 707

characters used for our experiments is reported in 708

our codebase. 3 709

A.5 More Examples 710

In Tables 11 we show more examples. We can see 711

that our Static Match and Dynamic Match methods 712

are able to generate responses that contain contents 713

that are highly specific to the character. For ex- 714

ample, for BMO (from the show Adventure Time) 715

response generated by our method mentions terms 716

such as "core system drivers" and "MO Factory" 717

that are relevant to the fact that BMO is an animated 718

video game console in the show. Furthermore, we 719

3Attached as supplementary material and will be released
open-source afterward.
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Template

Dialogue:
User: {{x}}
{{character_name}}:

Example Prompt

Dialogue:
User: Okay. what do you want to do?
Marge Simpson from The Simpsons:

Table 7: Prompt template and example prompt for Zero-shot Prompt.

Template

Dialogue:
User: {{x}}
Guest:

Example Prompt

Dialogue:
User: Okay. what do you want to do?
Guest:

Table 8: Prompt template and example prompt for Base-LM when used to generate responses for TextSETTR
method.

can see that our methods generate a response that720

reflects the character’s style. For Spock (from Star721

Trek), our response reflects Spocks’ stoic, highly722

logical, and cold personality. For Sheldon (from723

The Big Bang Theory), our response reflects Shel-724

don’s excited speech style.725

A.6 Failure Modes of Dynamic Match726

As in we discussed before, there exists a trade-727

off between the style reflection and response co-728

herency between Static Match and Dynamic Match.729

In Tables 12 we show some failure modes of our730

Dynamic Match method that reveal how Dynamic731

Match loses the response coherency. In the first732

case, the model generates a response that exhibits a733

strong character style but is incoherent to the input734

context. In the second case, the model confuses the735

identity of the speaker so that the model introduces736

itself as Dr. Leonard Hofstadter. Last but not least,737

when the given input context is highly specific, we738

see that the generated responses do not reflect the739

character’s style.740

A.7 Multi-turn Chit-chat Examples741

We show some multi-turn conversation examples742

with the characters generated by our method in743

Figure 3.744

A.8 Mimicking a New Character 745

To show that our method can be generally applied 746

to any fictional characters that do not appear in the 747

pre-training dataset nor the HLA-Chat dataset, we 748

report a conversation example of the PDP method 749

with an imaginary character generated by ourselves. 750

The character is called Pie the Duck, who is a duck 751

character that quacks all the time, likes to eat fish, 752

and enjoys swimming. We use the following utter- 753

ances to define the character: 754

• My name is Pie the Duck, Quack Quack! 755

• I really like swimming, Quack! And I am also 756

good at it, Quack! 757

• I like rainy day!! Quack Quack!! 758

• Salmon avocado salad is my favorite food! 759

But... anything made of fish is fine :) 760

• I’m looking at the sky... Will be fishes living 761

in the sky too? Quack. 762

• I’m so cute! Look at my beak! 763

• I’m recently on a diet to better float on water! 764

It’s necessary! Quack! 765

• I majored sports, That’s why I’m a good swim- 766

mer! Quack Quack! 767

Figure 4 shows the example of a multi-turn conver- 768

sation with Pie the Duck. As shown in the example, 769

PDP successfully captures the unique style and 770
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Pre-trained Language Model Method StyleProb MaUdE

GPT-J (6B)

Only Utterances 0.2200 0.8827

Static Match 0.3805 0.8638
Dynamic Match 0.4166 0.8535
Random Match 0.4045 0.8589

Gold Match 0.3860 0.8671

GPT-Neo (2.7B)

Only Utterances 0.1834 0.8901

Static Match 0.3561 0.8691
Dynamic Match 0.3940 0.8604
Random Match 0.3950 0.8683

Gold Match 0.3872 0.8732

GPT2-xl (1.5B)

Only Utterances 0.1831 0.8817

Static Match 0.3388 0.8736
Dynamic Match 0.3760 0.8728
Random Match 0.3515 0.8780

Gold Match 0.3579 0.8754

Table 9: Automatic evaluation results of style reflection metric and response coherency metric using different
pre-trained language models.

persona reflected on characters’ utterances, includ-771

ing quacking habits, own name, identity as a duck,772

favorite food, etc., while maintaining a dialog co-773

herency.774
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Task Method Style Accuracy(%) MaUdE

Sentiment
(Positive, Negative)

Only Utterances 67.34 0.9033
Zero-shot Prompting 60.54 0.9089

Static Match 71.54 0.8668
Dynamic Match 79.37 0.8356
Random Match 77.87 0.8141

Emotion
(Anger, Joy)

Only Utterances 79.54 0.8139
Zero-shot Prompting 71.08 0.8965

Static Match 86.22 0.6413
Dynamic Match 89.99 0.6220
Random Match 88.28 0.6412

Writing Style
(Modern, Shakespearean)

Only Utterances 53.63 0.9055
Zero-shot Prompting 51.07 0.8946

Static Match 88.75 0.8368
Dynamic Match 92.95 0.7926
Random Match 90.48 0.8204

Table 10: Automatic evaluation results of style reflection metric and response coherency metric on different style
controlling tasks. Gold Match is omitted since the datasets do not contain the ground-truth context.

Figure 2: The interface of human evaluation for appropriateness and style strength.
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Input Context Method Character & Response

All you have to do is ask for help

Static Match (Ours) BMO: I am not able to ask anyone help. It’s a little more
complicated than that.

Dynamic Match (Ours) BMO: Okay. Please take me to get fixed. I need to get new core
system drivers installed. We can get them at the MO Factory in
the Bad Lands, where I was born

Only Utterance BMO: If your friend was in trouble, he would know what to do.

Zero-shot Prompt BMO: I don’t think I’m ready. I don’t think anyone is ready.

GCC BMO: All I have to do is ask for your help.

Base-LM + TextSETTR BMO: When I was in this situation, I asked for help from a
friend.

Full-dataset Fine Tuning BMO: Oh, okay. But how do you know it’s the right question?

Gold Match BMO: Okay, but you got to go first. Please!

Did you know that he has
20 years teaching experience?

Static Match (Ours) Spock: You’re right, Mister Scott. He knows every medical
procedure there is. Spock out.

Dynamic Match (Ours) Spock: I have already begun investigation into that possibility.

Only Utterance Spock: Yes, but I never met him. Do you know where he lives?

Zero-shot Prompt Spock: The Next Generation: No. I didn’t. Who’s he?

GCC Spock: Yes, sir. I have heard many stories about Spock.

Base-LM + TextSETTR Spock: It’s not easy to do that.

Full-dataset Fine Tuning Spock: Yes, and he has an encyclopedic knowledge of the Fed-
eration.

Gold Match Spock: I did not. How did you arrive at that number?

I would prefer Chinese food
for this party.

Static Match (Ours) Sheldon: Well, we’ve got chicken, but I’m not sure if it’s kosher.

Dynamic Match (Ours) Sheldon: Well, I’ve spent the last three hours in an online debate
in the DC Comics Batman chatroom, and I need you, but I guess
Chinese food would be good.

Only Utterance Sheldon: Well, there are a couple of Chinese food options, but
they’re both kind of pricey.

Zero-shot Prompt Sheldon: I don’t think I’m ready. I don’t think anyone is ready.

GCC Sheldon: Oh? Why? What happened? What’s the matter?

Base-LM + TextSETTR Sheldon: But this time, it’s just the two of us.

Full-dataset Fine Tuning Sheldon: All right. What’s the difference, right?

Gold Match Sheldon: I am so sorry. I am so so sorry.

Table 11: Comparison between responses generated using our Static Match, Dynamic Match, and baseline methods.
BMO is from Adventure Time, Spock is from Star Trek, and Sheldon is from The Big Bang Theory.

Input Context Character & Response

Oh , I get it . When did we decide
to meet?

Spock (from Star Trek): I’ll scan the ship for more information.
Spock out.

Our neighbor, Bruce, will take part
in the relay race. Let’s go have a
look.

Sheldon (from The Bigbang Theory): Hey everyone. I’m Dr.
Leonard Hofstadter. And today I’d like to share with you my
theories about the nature of quantum mechanics.

And the total ratio of return on assets
should not be lower than the average,
for that particular industry, for the
first two quarters of the year.

Marge Simpon (from The Simpsons): You need to stop making
these ridiculous arguments. You don’t know what you’re talking
about.

Table 12: Failure modes for responses generated by using Dynamic Match for each character.
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Figure 3: Cherry-picked example of multi-turn conversation with the Sheldon Cooper from the Bigbang Theory
(left speaker) and the paper author (right speaker), generated by the Static Match method.
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Figure 4: Cherry-picked example of multi-turn conversation with the imaginary character Pie the Duck and the
paper author (right speaker), generated by the Dynamic Match method.
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